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RESEARCH &
DEVELOPMENT

WORLD CLASS
R&D CAPABILITIES
Giti Tire’s Global One R&D organization
brings together a diverse skilled manpower
and the latest advanced technology resources
from across North America, Europe, China,
and Indonesia to develop products tailored to
the most demanding requirements of customers
in every region of today’s fragmented global market, consistently delivering timely, innovative, high
performing, and affordable products.

Giti Global One R&D
R&D Center Europe
Europe Testing Center
R&D Center USA
R&D Center China
R&D Center Indonesia

Our Motorsports
Technology
in Your Tires
Giti Motorsports activities serve as a perfect proving ground
where tires are pushed beyond design limits to generate valuable
engineering data.

Supplying more than 220
models worldwide

- Making better, safer everyday driving tires for our consumers -

Giti Motorsports activities serve as a perfect proving ground where tires
are pushed beyond design limits to generate valuable engineering data.
- Making better, safer everyday driving tires for our consumers -

Top Performance
& Handling

17 - 20”
35 - 55

16 - 19”

17 - 21”

35 - 55

40 - 60

288
GitiControl 288 great looks come with
great performance. This ultra-high
performance tire for sedan vehicles
delivers awesome control, comfort, and a
quiet ride for luxury loving drivers.

SAFETY
Shorter wet braking
EXCEPTIONAL
HANDLING
Responsive wet & dry handling
COMFORT
Comfortable ride

Precision Handling

A unique construction that locks
together for greater rigidity when
traction is needed most, without
giving up handling and wear
performance.

Features

Benefits

New asymmetric pattern
design

COMFORT & SAFETY: Optimal
grip on wet and dry surfaces
and a low noise level even at
high speeds

Solid centre rib

COMFORT & SAFETY: Straight
line stability and steering
response

4 wide longitudinal grooves

SAFETY: Ensures efficient
water evacuation, preventing
aquaplaning

Silica compound

HANDLING: Enhanced grip on
wet surfaces

SAFETY
Shorter wet braking
EXCEPTIONAL
HANDLING
Responsive wet & dry handling
COMFORT
Comfortable ride

280
A top performance tire, combining
motorsports driving technology with the
daily driving needs of drivers like you.
With strong turning, wet-handling, and
braking, GitiControl 280 will satisfy the
needs of any car enthusiast.

Features

Benefits

Specialized pattern design

HANDLING: Ensures
exceptional handling and
consistent driving

Advanced tread compound

HANDLING: Provides
excellent grip

Re-enforced construction

COMFORT & SAFETY:
Comfort and stability without
reduced performance

Motorsports driving
technology

Top performance in your
vehicle

Precision Handling

A unique construction that locks
together for greater rigidity when
traction is needed most, without
giving up handling and wear
performance.

880

SAFETY
Shorter wet braking
EXCEPTIONAL
HANDLING
Responsive wet & dry handling
COMFORT
Comfortable ride

For performance-minded individuals with
premium SUV vehicles, the GitiControl SUV
880 uses an advanced asymmetrical tread
pattern and tread compound for outstanding
cornering ability in wet and dry conditions.

Features

Asymmetrical pattern
design

COMFORT & SAFETY:
Outside: Compact wide
shoulder tread, optimal
road contact, and excellent
cornering stability
Inside: Open transverse grooves
combined with optimal
water dispersion, preventing
aquaplaning

Solid centre rib

SAFETY: Excellent resistance to
aquaplaning

4 Wide Longitudinal
Grooves

HANDLING: Enhanced traction
and cornering

Precision Handling

A unique construction that locks
together for greater rigidity when
traction is needed most, without
giving up handling and wear
performance.

Benefits

228 V1
15 - 18”
45 - 65

T20
13 - 16 “
60 - 70

228
15 - 16”
50 - 65

15 - 18 “
50 - 70

229
16 - 18 “
40 - 55

All-Around
Great Driving
Experience

228 V1
GitiComfort 228v1 – A new generation
comfort tire for small and
mid-sized sedans with a new
compound providing better mileage.

SAFETY
Shorter wet braking
COMFORT
Comfortable ride
MORE COMFORT
Low tire noise

Uses advanced computer calculation methods to get the most optimized pattern
design, minimizing driving noise.

Features

Benefits

Innovative 3D horizontal
layout to improve air flow

COMFORT : Reduced noise
disturbance

5PEC profile design
technology brings wider
contact area and stronger
road grip

SAFETY: Reduced braking
distance and better handling

Advanced compound and
tire structure

MILEAGE & DURABILITY: Better
mileage & more durable
driving experience

228

SAFETY
Shorter wet braking

Uses advanced computer calculation
methods to get the most optimized
pattern design, minimizing driving noise.

COMFORT
Comfortable ride
MORE COMFORT
Low tire noise

Features

Interested in a smooth, quiet
ride? Look no further than
GitiComfort 228 performance
touring tire, which provides
great comfort and safety
benefits

Benefits

New Compound with NANOTEK Silica
Technology

COMFORT & SAFETY: Provides excellent grip on wet and dry roads

“Frequency Disturber” tread design

COMFORT: Cancels out noise signals to provide a quieter ride

Z Sipes on shoulder blocks

COMFORT & SAFETY: Decreases noise without compromising
vehicle cornering performance.

4 Wide longitudinal grooves

COMFORT: Lower noise and improved overall driving experience

229
A versatile all-season tire,
balancing comfort, control,
safety, and mileage in all
weather conditions.

Features

SAFETY
Shorter wet braking
EXCEPTIONAL
HANDLING
Responsive wet & dry handling
COMFORT
Comfortable ride

EQUAL FORCE
CASING DESIGN
Improves overall handling, lowers
irregular wear, and increases tire life

Uses advanced computer calculation
methods to get the most optimized
pattern design, minimizing driving noise.

Benefits

Optimized tread block design with integral
lateral grooves and sipes

COMFORT & SAFETY: Provides wet handling capabilities and
reduces road noise

Four deep, wide circumferential tread grooves

SAFETY: Provide excellent water channeling and anti-hydroplaning
performance

Advanced tread compound

SAFETY: Generates excellent grip in wet and dry conditions

Stable shoulder block with lateral grooves

SAFETY: Reduces tread block movement and ensures quick
steering response and cornering grip

EQUAL FORCE
CASING DESIGN
Improves overall handling, lowers
irregular wear, and increases tire life

Uses advanced computer calculation
methods to get the most optimized
pattern design, minimizing driving noise.

Features

T20

HIGH MILEAGE
Long lasting

SAFETY
Shorter wet braking
COMFORT
Comfortable ride

This new innovative tire is designed
for modern passenger cars and
SUVs.
It promises low noise, outstanding
mileage, and strong body
construction to protect you from
road hazards on your journey.

Benefits

New tread compound

HIGH MILEAGE: Endurance and durability in versatile conditions,
providing outstanding mileage

Five points equilibrium contour profile for
optimal footprint

DURABILITY: Strong casing endurance and stiffness, with footprint
that delivers optimal contact area for better handling and mileage
performance

Stronger body plies with high turn up design

SAFETY: Reduces risk of sidewall bulges and promotes durability

Computer–aided five pitch noise reduction
pattern design

COMFORT: Lower noise and improved overall driving experience

Four wide longitudinal grooves

SAFETY: Better water evacuation, for safer driving in wet or rainy
conditions

520
The GitiComfort SUV520
features a modern design,
combining the right balance
of top comfort and high
performance, in both wet and
dry conditions

Features

SAFETY
Shorter wet braking
COMFORT
Comfortable ride
MORE COMFORT
Low tire noise

EQUAL FORCE
CASING DESIGN
Improves overall handling, lowers
irregular wear, and increases tire life

Uses advanced computer calculation
methods to get the most optimized
pattern design, minimizing driving noise.

Benefits

Solid Shoulder Blocks

SAFETY: Excellent cornering stability, traction and
braking, enhancing steering precision

Stiff Circumferential Ribs

SAFETY & HANDLING: Providing optimal braking, good direction,
and driving stability

Geometrically Optimized Sipes

COMFORT: Small tread blocks combine with lateral sipes to achieve
low road rolling noise performance

4 Wide Longitudinal Grooves

SAFETY: Superior wet performance by rapid drainage & reduces
aquaplaning

15 - 17 “
65 - 75

152

Tough on the trail.
Easy on the road.

16 - 19”
55 - 70

15 - 18 “
60 - 75

SAFETY
Shorter wet braking
COMFORT
Comfortable ride

The Giti4x4 HT150 is a
premium all-season highway
light truck and SUV tire.
A superior pattern design
brings unparalleled handling
and control in wet and dry
conditions.

Features

Mud

Light snow

EQUAL FORCE
CASING DESIGN
Improves overall handling, lowers
irregular wear, and increases tire life

Gravel

City

Combination of tread compound, pattern
design, and overall casing structure that
significantly improves tire durability and
rigidity.

Benefits

Superior tread pattern design

COMFORT & SAFETY: Excellent handling and ride comfort

New tread compound

SAFETY : Outstanding grip and stability

Five-Pitch pattern technology

COMFORT: Helps reduce road noise for a quieter, more comfortable ride

Four circumferential grooves with open
shoulder slots

SAFETY : Prevents aquaplaning and provides excellent wet performance

SAFETY
Shorter wet braking

EQUAL FORCE
CASING DESIGN

EXCEPTIONAL
HANDLING
Responsive wet & dry handling

Improves overall handling, lowers
irregular wear, and increases tire life

EXTRA HIGH
MILEAGE
Long lasting
Combination of tread compound,
pattern design, and overall casing
structure that significantly improves
tire durability and rigidity.

Mud

Gravel

Features

Light snow

City

152
A new and unique pattern
design that focuses on top
mileage, handling, and
durability for SUV and 4x4
vehicles

Benefits

Full jointless cap ply band restrains steel belt

SAFETY: Provide durability and safeguard at high speed

Advanced 5PEC technology

HANDLING : Pressure distributed evenly on the contact area to get
excellent dry/wet handling

Specially developed tread compound

MILEAGE: Deliver highly abrasive performance during journey

Professional PDT analysis tools to determine the
pitch as well as no. of sections

QUIET : Tire noise reduction

An all-terrain tire for light trucks
and SUVs that allow you to take
control anywhere you need to go
-- whether on highways or off-road

Features
Enhanced tread compound

SAFETY
Shorter wet braking
COMFORT
Comfortable ride
Mud

Gravel

Light snow

City

EQUAL FORCE
CASING DESIGN
Improves overall handling, lowers
irregular wear, and increases tire life

Combination of tread compound,
pattern design, and overall casing
structure that significantly improves
tire durability and rigidity.

Benefits
SAFETY & DURABILITY:
Provides excellent wet and
dry grip, longer tread life, and
improved cut / chip resistance.

Interlocked tread blocks and
S-shaped central rib

SAFETY : Excellent handling,
stability, and grip on both soft
and hard surfaces

3D Grooves with chamfered
edges

DURABILITY: Self-cleaning
tread design for consistent
off-road performance, while
reducing stone holding/drilling

Five-Pitch pattern
technology

COMFORT: Helps reduce road
noise for quieter, and more
comfortable ride

Rim protector

DURABILITY: Helps protect
wheel from curb damage

Value Performance
600
12 - 16 “
425 - 1050kg

Commercial
Driving

Maximum load/ single tire

Value Performance
660

668 V1

15 - 16 “

13 - 16”

825 - 1200kg

650 - 1320kg

Maximum load/ single tire

Maximum load/ single tire

SAFETY
Shorter wet braking

A new generation,
comfortable, high load
capacity tire, designed
for modern high-speed
commercial vans.

Features

EQUAL FORCE
CASING DESIGN
Improves overall handling, lowers
irregular wear, and increases tire life

EXTRA MILEAGE
Long lasting and durable
EXTRA LOAD
Robust & efficient

Combination of tread compound, pattern
design, and overall casing structure that
significantly improves tire durability and
rigidity.

Benefits

Reinforced construction comprising of two
steel belts and full nylon protector

EXTRA LOAD: Delivers robust load carrying capacity

Vertical and open horizontal groove
arrangement

SAFETY : Provides excellent wet and dry grip

Specially designed tread compound

EXTRA MILEAGE: Maximum mileage with reduced heat

Modern pattern design

COMFORT: Reduce noise, improving both driver comfort

EQUAL FORCE
CASING DESIGN

SAFETY
Shorter wet braking

Improves overall handling, lowers
irregular wear, and increases tire life

EXTRA MILEAGE
Long lasting and durable
Combination of tread compound,
pattern design, and overall casing
structure that significantly improves
tire durability and rigidity.

EXTRA LOAD
Robust & efficient

Features

The GitiUtility 660 is built for
carrying heavy loads, with
excellent grip in all seasons
and weather conditions

Benefits

Reinforced construction comprising of two steel
belts and full nylon protector

EXTRA LOAD: Delivers robust load carrying capacity

Robust and solid pattern design

SAFETY : Provides a good performance and protection in severe
usage

Solid shoulder design

SAFETY: Improves stability, wear, and protection

4 Longitudinal grooves

SAFETY: Excellent water evacuation for good wet performance

V1
SAFETY
Shorter wet braking

The GitiUtility 668V1 is built with
excellent carrying capability,
high mileage, and no irregular
wear.
Designed for light trucks in allseasons and weather conditions,
it is a truly dependable tire.

Features

EQUAL FORCE
CASING DESIGN
Improves overall handling, lowers
irregular wear, and increases tire life

HIGH MILEAGE
Long lasting
DURABILITY
Strong and robust

Combination of tread compound,
pattern design, and overall casing
structure that significantly improves
tire durability and rigidity.

Benefits

Specially formulated tread compound and FEA
bead construction

HIGH MILEAGE: Good performance with anti-irregular wear delivers
long mileage

Strong bead design and casing

DURABILITY: Good carrying capability for longer service life

4 circumferential zig-zag grooves and
shallow sipe design

SAFETY: Excellent traction and wet braking on all position axles

Drive with Peace of Mind
GO UP TO 80 KM/H
FOR UP TO 80 KILOMETERS
AFTER COMPLETE AIR LOSS

Introducing
New Run-Flat
Tires from Giti
BENEFITS
MORE TRUNK SPACE

PEACE OF MIND

Giti’s Run-Flat tires eliminate the need for a spare tire,

Giti’s Run-Flat tires give drivers the

allowing for more space to put the things that matter
most to you.

confidence that they won’t be
stranded with a flat tire.

With Spare Tire

THE INNER
SUPPORT RING
Using Run-Flat Tire

inside the tire supports the
vehicle after a loss of air
pressure, allowing the tire to
function and the vehicle to
continue on the road.

GitiCompete 4x4
EXTREME1

Giti
Motosports

GitiCompete GTR2

GitiSport GTR3 RR1

EXTREME AND DURABLE
OFF-ROAD RACING COMPETITION TIRE

1

Engineered to maximize off-road performance
Wide section width with thick robust
sidewall absorbs load impact.

Unique center pattern blocks
provides maximum grip and
traction on muddy roads.
Enlarged shoulder and specially
arranged blocks provides
excellent driving power and
resistance to lateral slip.

2

Robust Casing with Unique
Compound Formulation

Special off-road formulation
delivers exceptional anti-chip
resistance.

Raised section on the
sidewall prevents
side tire damage.

Small protrusions in the grooves
improve self-cleaning capabilities.

Strong casing and strengthened steel bead
wire provide superb shock absorption
and prevent tire bead unseating.

RACE PROVEN DNA
COMPETITION TIRE
The GTR2 is designed for aggressive racing and fast lap times, using
tire technology from Formula Racing and GT Car Racing competitions

Race proven CAD tire profile for PREDICTIVE HANDLING AT THE LIMITS
Reinforced high modulus polyester casing brings DIMENSIONAL STABILITY AT
ELEVATED RACING TEMPERATURES
Race grade Hybrid Kevlar cap ply for MAXIMUM TRACTION AND GRIP in
straights and fast corners
CAD grooves and tread block rigidity balance bring MAXIMUM WATER
CLEARANCE WITH EXTREME DRY WEATHER PERFORMANCE
Proven high styrene racing compound for CONSISTENT AND COMPETITIVE
LAP TIME

Product Highlights:
• DOT and Safety E-Mark
• Designed for aggressive and fast lap time in the dry
• Ideal as control tire for club championships
• Uses tire technology from Formula Racing and
GT Car Racing tire developments

RACING DNA

EXTREME
PERFORMANCE TIRE

Embracing Giti top motorsports technology on street-legal UHP
racing tires, the GTR3RR1 lets allows sports car drivers to race like
professionals

Pro Response Tread
Compound

3 longitutional grooves ensure SAFETY AND HANDLING PERFORMANCE IN WET ROAD CONDITION
Large center block and rib at bottom of grooves IMPROVES BRAKING AND TRACTION ABILITY

Inside

Large shoulder block and inner grooves IMPROVE SPORTING ABILITY
Triangle grooves design IMPROVE STABILITY
DURING STEERING

Product Highlights:

• Street Legal Tire for SPORTY DAILY DRIVING
• EXTREME GRIP AND TRACTION in Wet and Dry Conditions
• RACE-TUNED RESPONSE AND CONTROL on Straight Roads and Corners
• Suitable for Sports Performance Retro-fits and Club Racing Events

Outside

www.giti.com
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